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NUMBER 27.

THE TABLE ROCK SENTINEL.

By TWYLL & BLAKELY.

The Table Rock did not meet her bid of 18 till 1850. The newspapers of the day either ignored her or noticed her only in passing. The American Rock Journal—We have been assured that some specimen package has been received from the Table Rock Sentinel. It was a small package and contained a few sheets of paper. We have not seen the package and do not know what is in it. We have been told that there is a possibility of the Table Rock Sentinel appearing in the future. We shall be pleased to receive it when it does.

China News—The Table Rock did not meet her bid of 18 till 1850. We have been assured that some specimen package has been received from the Table Rock Sentinel. It was a small package and contained a few sheets of paper. We have not seen the package and do not know what is in it. We have been told that there is a possibility of the Table Rock Sentinel appearing in the future. We shall be pleased to receive it when it does.
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